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I learned on my sixth birthday what it took many a lifetime to discover: that the 
poet laureates were evil. You can imagine the scene — cakes and streamers, the laughing 
family — and me, unwrapping The Picture Book of Poet Laureates of the United 
Kingdom, all noise numbed by terror, each turn of the page jolting my tiny heart with 
fear. The poets had facial hair from Satan and eyes as blank as death. My father, 
mistaking my rat’s terror as the silence of profundity, began that night framing and 
hanging their portraits about my room. I hated Thomas Shadwell most of all.  

Things took a turn for the worse when I turned fourteen. In my locker was a book 
from an anonymous admirer, The Encyclopedia of Imaginary Poets of England: 1832-
1890, which meticulously documented the lives and works of non-existent poets. It 
contained photocopies of fake poetry reviews from The Times, images of portraits that 
had never been painted, fabricated correspondence from Prime Minister Gladstone, 
woodcuts of made-up English cities, and genealogy trees that descend to bogus French 
duchies. As invented reality, it was a thousand-page tour de force of extraordinary 
persuasion. I become obsessed with the imaginary coward-poet Laurence Moore.  

My obsession with the fictitious poet, Laurence Moore, becomes heated when my 
high school refuses me permission to write my final English paper on him. I write it 
anyway, a twenty-five page paper on the subtle linguistic battles that underline Moore’s 
bitter (and invented) hatred of Matthew Arnold, as well as a description of the syntactic-
erotic underpinnings of Moore’s passionate homosexual relations with an aged Robert 
Browning. Appended in an index is a brilliant speculation on his influence on the 
discontented dreams of the then American Poet Laureate, Ted Kooser. It was a 
masterpiece. I fail ninth grade English. For the first time, I want to be imaginary when I 
grow up. 

At university I study the imaginary poets of the 19th century. Sequestered in the 
fabricated archives on the floor above the final floor of the library, I would trace the 
almost hypnotic sway these wholly invented poets exerted on high society. At the same 
time, they pushed the boundaries of what was sexually possible to imply in a poem. In 
some cases, they exceeded all boundaries entirely. Indeed, one poet, Harriet Clare, was 
infamous for her overpoweringly sensual grammar. Her well-known poem Clouds Over 
the Atlantic shocked contemporary society and achieved near universal censure for what 
Poetry Foundation director Robert Polito would declare, a hundred and fifty years later, 
as “the most sexually charged use of a comma in the history of English.” The poem 
remained banned until a contentious obscenity trail in 1960 grudgingly allowed the poem 
to be published in “strictly academic circumstances.” Judge Samuel Kohler was forced to 
admit that the poem “described little more than trees and clouds after all,” and while he 
“personally found the meter titillating,” the “historic value, free speech clauses, and 
changing social mores” obligated him to ease restrictions. His decision, he declared, was 
not influenced in the slightest that the poem was imaginary. 

The poem still causes consternation among the religious and the proper and is 
frequently cited by social conservatives as an imagined symbol of moral decay. As the 



1872 Edinburgh Review said nearly a decade after the first publication of Clouds, 
“[Harriet] Clare displays all the crudeness of Catullus in the compactness of an 
exclamation mark,” and could not forgive her for using three. 
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